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The Roman Cult of Mithras: 
A Cognitive Perspective

Luther H. Martin*

A decade ago (December 1996), I gave two lectures at Masaryk Uni-
versity entitled “Biology, Sociology and the Study of Religion”, sponsored
by the Institute for the Study of Religions and the Czech Society for the
Study of Religions, and subsequently published in Religio.1 In these lec-
tures, I argued for the study of religion as a natural phenomenon – a pro-
ject now taken up by the American philosopher Daniel Dennett in his re-
cent book Breaking the Spell (2006).2 I illustrated my own proposal from
Hellenistic religions, my area of historical expertise. While suggesting the
importance of the cognitive sciences and the neo-Darwinian evolutionary
framework they generally presuppose, I focused, at that time, more on so-
ciology than on biology for the study of religion. In this presentation,
I should to correct that imbalance with a brief presentation on the Roman
cult of Mithras that is informed by a cognitive perspective.

The historical problem

The Roman cult of Mithras is documented from the end of the first cen-
tury AD and over the next three hundred years it spread widely throughout
the Roman Empire – from Italy and Gaul, to London and Hadrian’s Wall
in Britain, along the Rhine River in Germany to the eastern limes of the
empire in Syria and to those south in Northern Africa. Although a profu-
sion of archaeological remains from this cult have been, and continue to
be, discovered, primarily Mithraic sanctuaries and cult images, the his-
toriographical problem is that no literary evidence for Mithraism has been
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Mithraic cult-reliefs depict a sacred narrative”,11 for which he ventured his
own rather detailed reconstruction.12

I found Clauss’ claim about the imagistic character of Mithraism, and of
ancient religions in general, particularly intriguing in light of an “imagis-
tic mode of religiosity” described in 1995 by the cognitive anthropologist
Harvey Whitehouse to explain his ethnography of the Mali Baining of East
New Britain, Papua New Guinea.13 First World religious practices, such as
those described by Whitehouse, have long been familiar to comparative
historians of religion as sites for thinking about religion, including those of
the Graeco-Roman world.14 Some seventy-five years ago, for example,
Raffaele Pettazzoni noted morphological parallels between the initiation
rites of the Greek mystery cults and those of some Australian tribes.15 And
forty years ago, Maarten Vermaseren, one of the great scholars of Mithra-
ism, suggested that certain features of the Roman cult might be found
among what he then termed “the primitive peoples” of contemporary Aus-
tralia, Africa and America.16 Neither Pettazzoni nor Vermaseren offered,
however, any theoretical basis for making these ethnographic analogies
nor, to my knowledge has any other scholar. Whitehouse has.

Whitehouse modeled the “imagistic mode of religiosity” on a ritualis-
tic revival group that emerged among the Baining settlements of Dadul
and Maranagi. In Whitehouse’ description, this modality is characterized
by a diversity of precepts and practices based on local knowledge that is
associated with small-scale, face-to-face groups, and that is transmitted
through infrequently performed rituals, especially initiation rites – traits of
social organization and ritual practice which seem to accord with what is
known of Mithraism.

In a comprehensive theory of divergent “modes of religiosity”, White-
house contrasts this “imagistic mode of religiosity” with a “doctrinal mo-
dality” that is associated with the widespread affirmation and transmission
of a commonly held set of beliefs which are narratively expressed and co-
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discovered. Research on this Roman cult, consequently, has focused large-
ly on attempts to reconstruct a presumed Mithraic myth in ways that might
conform to the surviving material evidence. More recent research, how-
ever, has focused on that material evidence itself,3 and especially on its
astrological symbolism.4 This recent research is still concerned, however,
with a view towards reconstructing a Mithraic myth that might, in turn, be
“demythologized” to reveal a theological system assumed to be encoded
therein.5 As this assumption was already formulated in the nineteenth cen-
tury by the archaeologist Charles William King: “There is no doubt but
that … [Mithraic imagery], if it could be interpreted, would be found to
contain a complete summary of the Mithraic creed”.6 But what if Mithra-
ism had no commonly held and transmitted creed, or even a narrative
myth, to be reconstructed? In 1990, I suggested this might well be the
case.7 But having made this somewhat rash suggestion, I was at a loss as
to how to proceed any further in the study of this cult.

In the same year that I made my suggestion, the German historian Man-
fred Clauss published a book on Mithraism that offered a clue.8 Mithraism,
Clauss contended, is “an example of the primacy of images in the ancient
world“.9 Scholars of such religions, he argued, “tend to understand [such]
mythological and religious images primarily as allegorical guises for con-
ceptual claims. But in ancient religion”, he continued, “images, or rather
the ways in which people perceived images, were based upon a quite dif-
ferent psychology. They were apprehended directly … In all likelihood,
such images did not need to be explained conceptually”.10 Despite his im-
portant insight, however, Clauss nevertheless retained the view that “the
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ligion which were regularly and frequently repeated and which tended,
consequently, to become routinized, such infrequently performed rituals
were typically characterized by a high degree of sensory pageantry and
emotional arousal. These rituals, which in some contexts are quite literal-
ly associated with life-threatening ordeals,18 are termed by Whitehouse
“rites of terror”,19 precisely the description that has been employed by
commentators, both ancient and modern, to characterize Mithraic ini-
tiation.20

The painted scenes of initiation on the walls of the Mithraeum of Capua
Vetere in southern Italy give some idea of the dramatic ordeals with which
Mithraic initiates were threatened.21 In the first of these scenes, an initiate
is depicted as bound and naked, as menaced by sword and by fire, and as
undergoing a symbolic death, according to Vermaseren22 or an execution,
in the interpretation of Clauss.23 Similarly, in an initiatory scene on a cup
recently discovered in a mithraeum in Mainz,24 the initiating Father is
aiming an arrow from his drawn bow directly at the initiate who is por-
trayed as smaller, naked and vulnerable.25 Such scenes recall Tertul-
lian’s disapproving description of Mithraic initiation as a “mimicry of
[Christian] martyrdom” (De Corona 15.4).

The third and fourth panels of the Capua Vetere scenes of initiation are
damaged and the scenes portrayed there obliterated,26 but the final panel of
these scenes shows the initiate with his blindfold removed.27 This stylized
scene of emergence into light out of the ordeals of initiatory darkness re-
calls the epitome of Eleusinian initiation by the fourth-century Greek phi-
losopher Themistius. At first, he writes, the initiate wanders

through the dark as one uninitiated: then come all the terrors before the final initiati-
on, shuddering, trembling, sweating, amazement: then one is struck with a marvelous
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gently argued. The stability of these widespread but often complex set of
beliefs and teachings are authorized and maintained by some centralized
authority and controlled through frequently repeated verbal practices such
as instruction, sermonizing or exegetical study.

The doctrinal mode of religiosity was modeled by Whitehouse on the
Pomio Kivung, a relatively stable cargo cult that is especially characteris-
tic of those groups in Papua New Guinea that have been influenced by
Christian, especially Protestant, missionaries, which Western scholars are
familiar with from their own cultural context. This Protestant religious
context of Western scholars has tended to bias them towards understanding
all religions as types of belief systems, as seems to have been the case in
attempts to comprehend the non-Christian Hellenistic religions. On the ba-
sis of my earlier suggestions about the non-doctrinal character of Mithra-
ism, I shall argue that Roman Mithraism is best understood as representa-
tive of an “imagistic” mode of religiosity as that modality has been
described by Whitehouse, and by the frequency and character of the ritual
practices associated with that mode.

The two “modes of religiosity” proposed by Whitehouse rely on and are
constrained cognitively by differential systems of human memory in terms
of which the two forms of religious knowledge are transmitted. It is the
universal dynamics of these panhuman systems of memory that provide
a common basis for comparisons of human behaviors and practices across
time and space.

Mithraic practices

Relatively little is known about the ritual practices of Mithraism except
that admission to the group involved initiation rites (Gk. mystïria) and that
its membership seemingly participated in communal meals, apparently in
commemoration of their initiation.17 The latter is attested by triclinia, or
‘eating-couches’, along the two side walls of virtually every mithraeum,
and from iconography showing members of the community sharing a meal,
together with scenes showing Mithras sharing a meal with Sol (the sun)
while sitting on the hide of a bull-presumably the bull that is portrayed as
being slain in the tauroctony or bull-slaying scene. This tauroctony is the
sole image common to all Mithraic cult sites.

But it was initiation into membership, performed only once by any ini-
tiate into each of the differentiated grades of Mithraic initiation, that set
Mithraism apart from official Roman religion – as it did for all of the Hel-
lenistic mysteries. In contrast to the sacrificial rituals of official Roman re-
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It is the cognitive effects of initiation and not so much any meaning as-
sociated with their performance – and certainly not any purported corpus
of teachings – that allows us to relate Mithraic initiation practices to those
of the other mysteries as well as to those of the contemporary cults in Pa-
pua New Guinea. In all of these cases, a “clearly defined social group” is
constituted by passage through shared initiatory “rites of terror” rather
than by any instruction in and adherence to a set of beliefs held in com-
mon.37 Initiatory “rites of terror” establish, in other words, “an expression
and an experience of solidarity” unlike that produced, or even articulatab-
le, by any discursive practice.38 It is the trenchant memories of such shar-
ed rites that forge a particular collective identity and provide the basis for
its maintenance and transmission.

Initiation, memory and social maintenance

At the beginning of the last century, Maurice Halbwachs argued that
collective memory is central to the identity and maintenance of any
group.39 His work initiated a number of insightful studies that explored
how ideologically shaped images of identity are employed in the con-
struction of a commemorated past. But Whitehouse’s theory turns rather
on the cognitive functions of memory itself – on how “universal features
of human memory, activated in different ways, might be said to mould po-
litical organization and ideology”.40

Since the work of Halbwachs, psychologists have described a complex
system of human memory in which short-term or working memory is dis-
tinguished from long-term memory, which is, of course, key to the main-
tenance and transmission of any collective identity. Long-term memory is,
in turn, divided into procedural memory, a learned but relatively uncon-
scious sort of memory associated with, for example, riding the proverbial
bicycle, as well as an explicit memory of learned materials that are subject
to more or less ready recall. The main point for this discussion is that
explicit memory is further differentiated into semantic or encyclopedic
memory and episodic or autobiographical memory.41 Semantic memory
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light, one is received into pure regions and meadows, with voices and dances and the
majesty of holy sounds and shapes.28

The sensory disorientation wrought by an abrupt emergence from dark-
ness into light, by the “holy sounds” of the cult ritual – the sudden sound-
ing of a gong by the Hierophant of Eleusis in summons of Kore,29 for
example, or the rattling of sistras by Isaic initiates – together with the un-
familiar and exotic “shapes” of the cult iconography and masks would
have established in the initiates a cognitive disorientation that would have
rendered them more susceptible to the reception of the cult objectives.30

Although charges of brandings (Tertullian, De Praescriptione Haereti-
corum 40), and worse (from the sixth century, Nonnus, In Julianium Im-
peratorem Invectivae Duae,31 and from the eighth century, Cosmas of
Jerusalem32) were made of Mithraic initiation practices by Christian apo-
logists, the actuality of such extreme ordeals has been questioned.33 In any
case, according to a suggestion by Aristotle, it was the psychological
effects in anticipation of terrifying ordeals and not necessarily their actua-
lity that characterized initiation into the mysteries (Aristotle frag. 15, and
apud Synesios, Oratio 48).34 Perhaps portrayals of rites of terror, as in the
Capua Vetere mithraeum or on the Mainz Mithraic cup, represented iconic
strategies for heightening those psychological effects.35 As some scholars
have concluded with respect to the Eleusinian rites, “[i]nitiation in the
Mysteries … apparently did not involve [any] instruction of a dogmatic
nature, but was rather a process of internal transformation, founded upon
the emotional experiences of [what was represented as] a direct encounter
with the divine”.36
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history itself and say ‘I was there’”.46 Of course, in the cosmically orien-
ted Hellenistic world, initiation into the mysteries lined up initiates not
with the course of history but with the course of cosmic order.

Isiac initiation was further described by Apuleius as preceded by a pe-
riod of fasting (Metamorphoses 11.23), as was participation in the Eleusi-
nian night of the mysteries47 – a somatic deprivation common to initiation
rites that would heighten their sensory effects and contribute to their “epi-
sodic” character. Although there is no direct evidence of preparatory fas-
ting in Mithraism, some scholars assume such was the case.48 Similarly,
the employment of masks apparently during initiations as well as subse-
quently during the communal meals49 would also heighten episodic recall
among fellow initiates and reinforce their sense of fellowship and solida-
rity. As Whitehouse concludes, the “cognitive shocks” produced by initia-
tory “rites of terror” and subsequently commemorated in analogous and e-
motionally heightened practices during celebratory rituals establishes and
sustains, Whitehouse concludes, those “enduring episodic memories upon
which solidarity and enduring face-to-face relationships” are maintained.50

Cognitive basis for the sociopolitical features of Mithraism

Because of the number of mithraea that have been discovered, along
with a profusion of inscriptions, mostly dedicatory,51 more is known of the
sociopolitical features of Mithraism than is known of its practices. With
few exceptions, mithraea are small, able to accommodate no more than
twenty to thirty people. This, together with the relatively large estimates of
still undiscovered sites, presumably with similar proportions,52 suggests
that the Roman cult of Mithraism originated and remained organized
throughout its three-hundred year history as relatively small, face-to-face
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refers to the ability to recall mental representations of a general, proposi-
tional nature that have been learned and reinforced through repetition. Epi-
sodic memory, on the other hand, refers to the ability to recall the circum-
stances of personally experienced events, especially momentous events
that become conceptualized as unique experiences in one’s life. In such
memories, the time and place of the event, together with the identity of co-
participants, are part of the representation.42 In contrast to the repeated and
routinized learning which encodes semantic memory, it is this episodic
memory system that is activated by the sorts of portentous initiation rites
documented by anthropologists working in Papua New Guinea and by his-
torians of the Hellenistic mysteries.

A particularly salient type of episodic memory has often been referred
to as “flashbulb” memory. This is a memory that results from participation
in some particularly traumatic or catastrophic event,43 and that seems to be
associated especially with the overwhelming emotional arousal that is cha-
racteristic of initiation rites. From among the Hellenistic mysteries, for
example, I might mention such ritually contrived analogues to the “flash-
bulb” metaphor as Apuleius’ report of Isiac initiates witnessing “the sun
flashing with bright light” “in the middle of the night” (Metamorphoses
11.23), or Plutarch’s reference to initiates being startled on the night of the
mysteries by the Eleusinian Hierophant’s sudden appearance in a brilliant
light out of the darkness of the Telesterion (Plutarch, Moralia 81E; also
Hippolytus, Refutatio Omnium Haeresium 5.8.40 = ANF 5.344).

It has recently been suggested that the term “flashbulb” may be some-
what misleading and that what is important in such memories is less the
accuracy of recall than the special episodes or enduring benchmarks they
represent for an individual.45 In the words of one psychologist of history,
“[t]hey are the places where we line up our own lives with the course of
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have developed among contiguous Mithraic groups,61 it is nevertheless un-
likely that any standardized accounts of Mithraic myth or teachings circu-
lated widely.62 As is often the case with traditional systems of initiation,
there are “strict taboos (backed by formidable sanctions) against the ver-
balization of religious revelations”.63 As I have argued elsewhere for the
Hellenistic mysteries generally, such “prohibitions on idle chatter about
sacred cult activities amount to something rather different from what is
usually meant by the term ‘secrecy’”.64 Rather, as Whitehouse suggests,
“[r]estricting access of exegetical discussion has the effect of insulating
the intense, autobiographical quality of imagistic revelations from the
‘noise’ or ‘interference’ of everyday discourse”.65 For Mithraism, in other
words, as for Graeco-Roman religions in general, there were no roving a-
postles or missionaries who represented and transmitted some centrally
approved or orthodox set of beliefs; rather authority “inhered in the col-
lective act rather than in the words of the leader” whose role was more of
an iconic figurehead than one of “dynamic social strategist”.66

Mithraism and Christianity

Mithraism has been compared to Christianity since the second century,
by Justin Martyr,67 by Tertullian,68 and by Origen.69 Modern comparisons
include the famous judgement by Ernst Renan in the nineteenth century
that had “the growth of Christianity … been arrested by some mortal ma-
lady, the world would have been Mithraic”,70 and the current pronounce-
ment by David Ulansey of Mithras as “the other Christ”.71 However, Mi-
thraism, like other non-Christian Roman religions, only came to an end as
the result of political policy, i.e., with the embrace of Christianity by the
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groups.53 Such closely bonded, exclusivistic communities, most often
structured by claims of fictive kinship – Mithraic groups are presided over
by “Fathers”54 – are typically resistant to rapid and widespread diffusion,
as are natural kin-groups. If such communities do spread, they do so slow-
ly and inefficiently through contagion,55 by which one group either splits
into two, or comes into contact with some other group which it regenera-
tes in more or less its own form, and that group generates another, and so
forth, in a “chainlike process of transmission between contiguous popula-
tions”.56 Whitehouse suggests, in other words, that the dissemination of
such groups was through “strings of contact” rather than through mission-
aries with their verbally or textually articulated “strings of logically con-
nected dogma”.57

Although Mithraic cells were widely distributed throughout the Roman
Empire, their rather rapid dissemination can be attributed to factors other
than the “religious” dynamics of the Mithraic groups themselves. Even as
the mobility of Egyptian merchants and immigrants facilitated the spread
of the Isis cult,58 so the mobile character of the Roman military and of its
civil servants, both of which dominated the demography of Mithraic mem-
bership, provided the “strings of contagion” for the spread of Mithraism.59

Maps portraying the density of distributed Mithraic finds, and their over-
lap with the deployment of the Roman military and consequent Roman bu-
reaucratic outposts, more resemble epidemiological maps of the spread of
disease60 than they do didactic deployments of religious doctrine.

Although a common story would certainly develop and be shared with-
in any particular Mithraic cohort and some regional homogeneities may
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civil servants, both of which dominated the demography of Mithraic mem-
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tives of the Matthean and Lucan traditions, Thomas became judged as
“heretical” and rejected from the orthodox literary tradition. The material
evidence for pre-Constantinian Christianity74 nevertheless supports the
continuing existence of an imagistic modality among many Christian
groups into the early fourth century (and beyond) when the doctrinal tra-
dition achieved authoritative status as the dominant mode of Christian self-
understanding and hegemonic expression.

Conclusion

Whitehouse’s cognitively based theory of two “modes of religiosity”
predicts that differential relationships between discursive and nondiscurs-
ive types of ritual practice, between the particular memory systems acti-
vated by these differing types of performance, and between a consequent
patterning of sociopolitical association will be selected for in ritual trans-
missions of religious knowledge. This theoretical prediction is historically
instantiated by the alternative histories of Mithraism and Christianity,
which were cognitively encoded and transmitted in just these contrasting
ways. The early successes of Christianity with respect to Mithraism can, in
other words, be explained more on the basis of its selected mode of repre-
sentation and strategy of transmission than by any presumed content of its
message.75 The latter is, after all, largely shared with many of the mystery
cults in general as has been observed throughout the ages – the product of
a common cultural context and of contemporaneous cultural concerns.76

As Whitehouse contends, “control of the social conditions of transmission
is always more important than determining the range of textual materials
that should be regarded as authoritative”.77 This conclusion was demons-
trated, of course, by the growing power of a centralized “orthodox” Christ-
ianity and its condemnation of “deviant” forms of Christianity as heretical
– whether those forms were characterized by imagistic practice or by doc-
trinal nonconformity.78
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Roman state during the fourth century. This political ratification of Christ-
ianity does not adequately explain, however, the basis for its acceptance
as an alternative to existing Roman religions and philosophies in the first
place.72

The rather rapid transmission of Christianity throughout the Roman
Empire and its broad-based popular appeal may be explained by the adop-
tion by some of the early Christianities of what Whitehouse terms the
“doctrinal” mode of religiosity. In the Hellenistic context, Christianity
shared this mode of religiosity only with some forms of Judaism, the pro-
selytizing transmission of which, however, was incapacitated by Roman
suppression following the Jewish revolts of 66-70 and 132-135 CE.

The foundation for what later developed as the Christian mode of doc-
trinal orthodoxy was first articulated by the Jewish convert to Christianity,
Paul, with his insistence that salvation is not to be obtained through ritual
practices but by faith (Rom. 1:16,17; 3:26,28,30, etc.). The “doctrinal”
character of this “faith” is nowhere more clearly expressed than in Paul’s -
opposition to the “charismatic” practices of the Christian community in
Corinth (1 Cor. 12). Paul insisted that such spiritual practices, and especi-
ally glossolalia, be regulated by reasoned interpretation (1 Cor. 14:5,13-
15). And he leaves little doubt that it is his own authority that is to be the
universal criterion for a correctly reasoned interpretation to which local re-
velations associated with such practices as glossolalia should yield. For his
teachings, he asserts, are themselves “a command of the Lord” (1 Cor.
14:37). “If any one does not recognize this,” he concludes, “he is not re-
cognized” (1 Cor. 14:38) and can “go to hell” (Gal. 1:6-9).

As is characteristic of the doctrinal mode of religions generally, the dy-
namic and centralized leadership advocated by Paul, when it was accepted
and developed in the deutero-Pauline traditions, tended to suppress alter-
native imagistic modes of Hellenistic religiosity – Christian as well as non-
Christian. Indications that other early Christian groups may have shared an
imagistic mode of religiosity with their Hellenistic religious context are
suggested by the collections of local “aphorisms” and “picturesque ima-
ges” ascribed to Jesus in Q and in the Gospel of Thomas.73 Whereas Q be-
came a source for and, thus, assimilated into the “orthodox” gospel narra-
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SUMMARY

The Roman Cult of Mithras: A Cognitive Perspective

Explorations by cognitive scientists into the panhuman biases of and constraints upon the
processing and transmission of perceptual as well as conceptual information by human
brains promises historians a scientifically-based set of theories with which to reconstruct
past scenarios with greater confidence than previous methods have allowed. This article
exemplifies this promise by employing one cognitively based theory, based upon two di-
stinct systems of human memory, for a preliminary study of the Roman Cult of Mithras.
Historians have previously understood Mithraism as a cultic tradition with a more or less
common cultic myth which historians – despite any textual evidence for the cult – might de-
code from its abundant material remains. The transmission of such a widely shared myth
would have depended upon an encoding of such information into the semantic memory of
initiates. The encoding of shared information into semantic memory requires, however, re-
petition and members of Mithraic groups were initiated but once into their respective initi-
atory grades. The emotional arousal associated with these rites suggests an encoding of the
initiatory experience into episodic memory, recall from which results in solidarity – and
even shared knowledge – among a particular group of initiates but argues against any Mith-
riac myth held in common by all Mithraic groups.

145 The Roman Cult of Mithras: A Cognitive Perspective

The appealing feature of cognitive-based models, such as that proposed
by Whitehouse, for the historical and comparative study of religion is that
they incorporate but go beyond the familiar metaphors, typologies and sets
of concepts previously developed on the basis of ethnographic, historical
and sociological descriptions.79 Rather, cognitive models advance theore-
tical explanations grounded in common features of human cognition and
offer, thereby, a transcultural and transhistorical basis for the organization
and interpretation of human behavior and thought, and of their historical
remains.80
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RESUMÉ

¤ímsk˘ kult boha Mithry. Pohled kognitivních vûd

V̆ zkumy kognitivních vûdcÛ ohlednû v‰elidsk˘ch tendencí a omezení, které ovlivÀují
zpracování a pfienos smyslov˘ch a také pojmov˘ch informací lidsk˘m mozkem, slibují po-
skytnout historikÛm vûdecky ukotvené teorie, s jejichÏ pomocí bude moÏné rekonstruovat
minulé dûje s vût‰í mírou dÛvûryhodnosti, neÏ jakou dovolovaly pfiedchozí metody. Tento
ãlánek je názornou demonstrací tûchto moÏností, neboÈ vyuÏívá jedné z kognitivních teorií,
zaloÏené na dvou distinktivních typech lidské pamûti, k pfiedbûÏnému studiu fiímského kul-
tu boha Mithry. Badatelé dfiíve chápali mithraismus jako tradici s více ãi ménû ‰iroce sdíle-
n˘m kultovním m˘tem, kter˘ by jimi mohl b˘t – navzdory neexistenci jak˘chkoli literárních
zdrojÛ – rozlu‰tûn na základû bohat˘ch pozÛstatkÛ hmotné kultury. Pfienos ‰iroce sdíleného
m˘tu tohoto druhu by ale závisel na „zápisu“ tûchto informací do sémantické pamûti zasvû-
cence. „Zápis“ sdílen˘ch informací do sémantické pamûti nicménû vyÏaduje opakování.
âlenové mithraistick˘ch komunit v‰ak podstoupili zasvûcení do sv˘ch pfiíslu‰n˘ch iniciaã-
ních stupÀÛ pouze jednou. Emoãní vzru‰ení spojené s tûmito rituály poukazuje spí‰e na „zá-
pis“ iniciaãní zku‰enosti do pamûti epizodické. Vzpomínky na události v ní uloÏené vedou
k solidaritû – a dokonce sdílené znalosti – uvnitfi konkrétní skupiny zasvûcencÛ, hovofií v‰ak
proti pfiedstavû mithraistického m˘tu sdíleného v rámci v‰ech mithraistick˘ch komunit.
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Hermeneutická imaginace Mircei Eliada

Ondfiej Sládek

Úvod

Snaha uchopit jádro myslitelského odkazu Mircei Eliada (1907-1986)
se v minul˘ch desetiletích transformovala do ‰iroké diskuse, ve které do-
minantní postavení získaly tfii problémové okruhy t˘kající se zejména: (a)
moÏností a limitÛ fenomenologické a hermeneutické metody ve vûdeckém
studiu náboÏenství, (b) uÏití komparativní metody, (c) moÏnosti (resp. ne-
moÏnosti) vytvofiení dûjin náboÏenského my‰lení. Systematicky sledovat
tuto rozsáhlou mezioborovou diskusi1 by znamenalo studovat nejen argu-
menty a postoje jednotliv˘ch kritikÛ a obhájcÛ, n˘brÏ také (nebo pfiede-
v‰ím) reflektovat v˘voj samotné disciplíny – zhruba od ‰edesát˘ch let 20.
století aÏ do souãasnosti, jelikoÏ diskuse o Eliadovi a eliadovcích (a v ur-
ãitém smyslu i o fenomenologii a hermeneutice) nejsou ukonãeny dodnes.

1 K nejv˘znamnûj‰ím kritick˘m studiím patfií: Robert D. Baird, „Normative Elements in
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Hague: Mouton 1971; Guilford Dudley, Religion on Trial: Mircea Eliade and His Cri-
tics, Philadelphia: Temple University Press 1977; Douglas Allen, Structure and Creati-
vity in Religion: Hermeneutics in Mircea Eliade’s Phenomenology and New Directions,
The Hague: Mouton 1978; Robert F. Brown, „Eliade on Archaic Religions: Some Old
and New Criticisms“, Sciences Religiouses 10/4, 1981, 429-449; Ninian Smart, „Be-
yond Eliade: The Future of Theory in Religion“, Numen, 25/2, 1978, 171-183; Adrian
Marino, L’herméneutique de Mircea-Eliade, Paris: Gallimard 1981; Walter L. Brenne-
man, Jr., – Stanley O. Yarian – Alan M. Olson, The Seeing Eye: Hermeneutical Phe-
nomenology in the Study of Religion, University Park – London: The Pennsylvania Sta-
te University Press 1982, 59-65; Mac Linscott Ricketts, Mircea Eliade: The Romanian
Roots: 1907-1945, New York: Columbia University Press 1988; Carl Olson, The Theo-
logy and Philosophy of Eliade: A Search for the Center, London: Macmillan 1992; Da-
vid Cave, Mircea Eliade’s Vision for a New Humanism, New York – Oxford: Oxford
University Press 1993; Bryan S. Rennie, Reconstructing Eliade: Making Sense of Re-
ligion, Albany: State University of New York Press 1996; Jonathan Z. Smith, Map is
Not Territory: Studies in the History of Religions, Chicago – London: The University
of Chicago Press 1993; Russell T. McCutcheon, Manufacturing Religion: The Dis-
course on Sui Generis Religion and the Politics of Nostalgia, New York – Oxford: Ox-
ford University Press 1997; Donald Wiebe, The Politics of Religious Studies: The Con-
tinuing Conflict with Theology in the Academy, New York: St. Martin’s 1999; Bryan S.
Rennie (ed.), Changing Religious Worlds: The Meaning and End of Mircea Eliade, Al-
bany: State University of New York 2001.
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